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1.) You find a wallet with $5,000 
cash in it on the ground, do you…
a.) Turn it in to the police. 
b.) Take it and buy what you want.
c.) Donate it to charity.
d.) Burn it all.

2.) You witness a helpless old 
woman being mugged, do you...
a.) Help her fight her assailant.
b.) Run away.
c.) Help the mugger and convince 
him to split the profits with you.
d.) Burn them both.

3.) You have recently won the 
lottery, and while walking home 
from the lottery collection office 
with your briefcase full of  cash 
you witness the foreclosure of  an 
orphanage.  When you see the dozens of  recently 
homeless children on the streets, do you...
a.) Start throwing the money in the air in order to save 
the children’s lives.
b.) Slyly smirk at the irony of  the situation (you were 
once an orphan yourself, after all) but then walk away 
happily with your millions of  dollars.
c.) Reconnect with the mugger from question two to 
beat the children and steal the scraps of  clothes from 
their cold and pathetic bodies.
d.) Light the money on fire and burn the children with 
it.

4.) A train is hurling down the tracks filled with 100 
innocent cancer-patient passengers each with an IQ of  
two.  They are headed towards a cliff  where they will 
all surely perish.  You have the opportunity to save 
them all by pulling a lever and switching the direction 
of  the train.  The caveat is that in switching the train 

you will inevitably kill a doctor with an 
IQ of  200 who is tied to the other track.  
This doctor is also two weeks away 
from perfecting a cheap and effective 
cure for cancer, quite ironic given that 
all of  the passengers in the train are 
themselves infected with cancer and will 
surely die within the month without the 
man’s treatment.  Also, the doctor had 
been working on the cancer cure alone 
and all of  his notes are written in an 
uncrackable code so if  he dies his cure 
will never come to be.  Do you…
a.) Let the 100 cancer patients with low 
IQs drive off  the cliff  to their death 
in order to save the doctor so he can 
perfect his cure for cancer and thus save 
mankind.
b.) Switch the track thus saving the 100 
innocent lives and killing the doctor 

because you and you alone realize the truth about the 
doctor: that he is a crazed madman whose supposed 
‘cure for cancer’ is nothing more than a brainwashing 
chemical that he is going to use to raise an army of  
cancer patients to take over the world.
c.) Let the 100 cancer patients fly off  the cliff  to their 
death but then personally and slowly kill the doctor 
because he is still the madman from answer b and you 
also have a personal score to settle with him because 
he carelessly ran your new puppy over when you were 
a child and never even apologized.
d.) Light the flammable tracks on fire thereby killing 
everyone on the train and also the crazed doctor.

5.) Robots are taking over the world, do you…
a.) Join the human uprising and spend the next five 
years of  your life training to be a highly-trained robot 
killer, senseless to the devastating amounts of  human 
suffering going on all around you because you only 

have one thing in mind: the utter and total destruction 
of  the menacing robot army, whose leader T99YAN 
was the passenger in the car with the crazed doctor 
from question four (since the doctor’s scientist friend 
invented the robot) but never pressured the doctor to 
come clean and apologize to you, causing you months 
of  psychological damage because you were kind of  a 
weird kid and your dog was your only friend.
b.) Put on your robot suit and live the rest of  your 
life according to that timeless creed: “If  you can’t beat 
them, join them.”
c.) Do pretty much everything outlined in answer A 
but at the last minute witness two robots who have 
fallen in love and realize that the robot army isn’t as 
emotionless and cruel as you once thought.  As you 
come to the sudden realization that the past 5 years of  
training have been a complete waste of  time because 
the robot civilization is ultimately more humane than 
human civilization, you rip your heart out of  your own 
chest and offer it as a gift to the robot leader, T99YAN, 
who you have finally forgiven for not convincing the 
doctor to apologize to you because you realize that he 
tried as hard as he could to convince the doctor but he 
was not programmed to have powers of  persuasion 
against doctors.
d.) Burn a CD.

ANSWER KEY:
If  you answered mostly A’s, congratulations, you will 

one day save the world with your selfless niceness.
If  you answered mostly B’s, everyone in your life 

is only pretending to like you and the mere mention 
of  your name makes your so-called “friends” cringe 
with disgust.

If  you answered mostly C’s, you have only one week 
to live.

If  you answered mostly D’s, the piece of  paper in 
your hand (The Pamphlette) is already on fire!  Stop, 
drop, and roll!

GIANT MORALITY QUIZ

Wide arms on a stimulating package
From where comes the money?
To where does it go?
And will the road it drives on finally be fixed?
---

There was a home in Pakistan
That was hit by a bomb (not the plan)
Nine innocents died
And the pilot, he sighed
‘Cause he’d heard about Britney’s new tan
---

Dark eyes gaze at the jar of  peanut butter
The last bite was safe, do I dare another?
Were I to die, who would tell my poor mother
to sue that fuck Planters, and get lawsuit butter?
---

The state? of  the union
Words trickle down me like a 
cat
    on
       a
        bed
             sleeping
                        serenely
I stare at the light peeking through my window, 
haranguing my thoughts and distracting my date with 
Obama.
“Wait,” it says,
“Cars were invented 
in Germany, not 
America.”
                                  Impeach-
            the-
asshole.

NEWSETRY by AM

by NCK

While you lazy Reed students were trying to 
deconstruct Western civilization via satirical humor, I 
was solving world problems. On the right you will see 
the central theme of  my dissertation, which explores 
the synthesis and harmonization of  peaceable ideas 
vis-à-vis the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

Using a series of  complex algorithms and the 
last 200 years of  census data, I have come up with 
a useful heuristic for determining the incorporation 
and outcome of  various mideast conflicts. 

As you can see, this computational heuristic has 
already proved useful in calculating the outcome of  
pretty much everything. As long as Palestine gets to 
go first.

And what exactly have you done today? That’s what  
I thought.

CONFLICT RESOLVED

by RC
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